**Question 9** (10 marks)

How useful would Sources E and F be for a historian studying the different goals of Clemenceau, Lloyd George and Wilson in creating the Treaty of Versailles?

In your answer, consider the perspectives provided by the TWO sources and the reliability of each one.

Sources E and F both primary sources, could... prove... useful... to historians... studying... different goals of... Clemenceau, Lloyd George and Wilson... because... Source E provides... French goals... and... their concern towards the amount... of indemnity shown here: French... are holding out... fearing... the amount... of indemnity... seems large... but... would... seem... very... small... in a few years... Source D... compliments... Source E... by... saying... and... the extortionate demand... put... forward... by... French Ministers... for... it... Appropriation... from... Germany... Considering both sources... these primary... sources... spoken... from... the... thoughts... and... concerns... of... the... writers... these... sources... to... be... relevant...
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are reliable